Margo had it wrong. It’s never bumpy in Santa Paula. We have great weather and that means you’ll have more productive filming days. On time. On budget.

“We’ll always have Santa Paula” - Rick Blaine to Ilsa Lund, Casablanca

Not only would Rick have had a wide variety of filming assets including a private freeway overpass, he could have used our production studio. (And we would have gotten him coffee if he wanted).
“Santa Paula’s The Only Thing Worth Fighting For” - Gerald O’Hara to Scarlett O’Hara, Gone With the Wind

Scarlett could be a fighter but she wouldn’t have had to quibble over the rates! Producing in Santa Paula will help you get the biggest bang for your filming buck.

“I don’t want to own anything until I find a place where me and things go together. I’m not sure where that is but I know what it is like. It’s like Santa Paula.”
- Holly GoLightly to Paul Varjak, Breakfast at Tiffany’s

Holly GoLightly would have loved the fact that life is made easy for you in Santa Paula. We’ll arrange it all from A to Z and you won’t have to get your hands dirty. We’ll show you around, reduce the red-tape and help you get what you need for that perfect shot. And we do it with a smile and our friendly small-town attitude.

“Kid, next time I say, 'Let’s go someplace like Santa Paula', let’s go someplace like Santa Paula”
- Butch to Sundance, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

Butch was right about wanting to saddle up and head to Santa Paula. We have over 15,000 acres of great filming locations waiting for you and your crew - Mountains, Orchards, Vintage Homes, a real life back-in-time downtown and the cutest little airport this side of Sundance - and only 50 miles from Los Angeles.